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By Julian May

Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Nonborn King (New edition),
Julian May, They left their world to find peace, but found the ultimate war for power. Following an
immense cataclysm, Tanu civilization is in ruins. Now the humans who passed through the gate to
prehistoric Earth can finally seek power. Aiken Drum names himself King, but faces great
opposition. The Firvulag are hellbent on wiping out every group but their own. Felice Landry,
possibly the most powerful psychic humanity will know, hasn't finished wreaking havoc. Then
another faction emerges. A group of metapsychic human rebels have been in hiding on another
continent. Until their leader, Marc Remillard, decides to take advantage of the new regime. But the
group's children, who came of age far from the Galactic Milieu, just want to return to the 22nd
Century. However, the Galactic government hasn't forgotten Marc or the billions of lives lost
through his crimes - so he will stop at nothing to keep the time-gate closed.
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential go through book. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Roberto Leannon-- Roberto Leannon

This sort of publication is everything and made me seeking forward and much more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I
am easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a created pdf.
-- Quinton Balistreri-- Quinton Balistreri
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